**A VIBRANT GATEWAY TO UC SAN DIEGO**

Triton Center will transform the heart of campus into a vibrant urban core with a gateway to discovery, connection and community. As a welcoming, socially dynamic and memorable destination, Triton Center will provide centralized student and campus services; opportunities to showcase UC San Diego’s distinctive accomplishments, heritage, art and culture; and spaces for relaxation, enrichment and celebration.

From a new home for alumni to dedicated resources for faculty and students, and from health services to gallery and gathering spaces, Triton Center is designed to strengthen connections across our campus and throughout our community. Slated to open in 2026, the multibuilding complex will include resources that help students navigate campus services related to their individual needs, clinical spaces to support student mental and physical health, an expansive plaza to host a diverse series of events, and venues that provide access to the university’s artistic and cultural assets.

---

**STRENGTHENING CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS**

**TRITON ALUMNI AND WELCOME CENTER**

Our very first Triton Alumni and Welcome Center will feature amenities for graduates and those just beginning their UC San Diego journeys, with a multistory media mesh screen, dedicated rooms for socializing and gathering, exhibition space to share our campus’s distinctive history, and a welcome center for introducing prospective Tritons and visitors to our campus.

**STUDENT SUCCESS BUILDING**

Housing the Triton Transfer Hub, the Teaching + Learning Commons, Global Initiatives, and the Student Success Help Desk, the Student Success Building will unite services and resources that ensure all of our students can thrive academically, socially and personally.

**STUDENT HEALTH AND WELL-BEING BUILDING**

Collaborative and integrated programs — including Student Health Services, Health Promotion Services, Counseling and Psychological Services, and the College Mental Health Program — will provide all Tritons with access to a comprehensive continuum of care at the heart of campus.

**STRAUSS FAMILY META GALLERY**

The Strauss Family Meta Gallery will be a prime destination, exhibiting art across a comprehensive spectrum of textures and technologies. The space includes four galleries and a sculpture terrace, together focusing on immersive art experiences that integrate our values into encounters of wonder and reflection.

**CELEBRATION SPACE**

Our campus community continues to reach new heights, and the Celebration Space will offer a place to commemorate milestones and achievements — from academic and professional conferences to inspired community gatherings — while allowing Tritons to connect with one another.
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At UC San Diego, we believe that what we don’t know today will forever change our tomorrows. Empowered by generosity and fueled by curiosity, we are unafraid to chase the unknown — to ask the questions no one has asked before and to push the boundaries of possibility.

Together with your support of Triton Center, we will unite diverse people and unconventional perspectives to propel limitless impact. Because we know that when we come together, nothing is beyond us.

For more information about opportunities to support Triton Center, please contact Cassondra DuBois ’14 at advancement@ucsd.edu.